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What iconic features would create a destination for Providence that are not found/are lacking within 
the region?

YOUR INPUT (PART 1)

CRADLES, as far as I know, there isn’t one in Utah, or anywhere near by, besides a very small one in Idaho

A doorway and shallow stairs in a steep transition element, whether it’s stand alone like the new Huntsville Alabama 
park or in a traditional pool / bowl setting

100 foot flat bar 100 foot ledge

Stairs with good dementions not too tall maybe 6 stair not too long easy to roll up to. With a handrail thats not mel-
low and extends 2 feet past the stairs

Very beginer section ride on rails, smaller boxes, mini bowl.

Ski jump like feature within a bowl, on the deck of a quarter pipe have another smaller quarter facing the opposite 
direction for gap/air variations.

Down rails and mini ramps!

Cradle

Slappy Curbs and low flat rails that are easy the learn on.

A big handrail

An actual parking curb built into the skatepark. Holladay Skatepark has one and it’s one of the most used features in 
there. If you guys don’t put one in there, people will put one in themselves. GOOD LIGHTS ARE NECESSARY!!!

Areas of the park that offer shaded spots to hide from the sun and stay cool

Vert Bowl

Vert ramp would be huge for skaters all over Utah, there’s plenty of street skaters but not enough vert skaters.

Mellow grass gap varying in distance with a rail and ledge on either side.

Mini half pipe

Pump track

Just an overall great skatepark

Rideable Art features
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YOUR INPUT (PART 1 CONT.)
a slappy curb

Triangle ledge (Library square in Australia)

Flat b@r

Planter gaps, or stair set

Pump Track

Wormhole

Kinky curb

Lava pit with a gap jump over it 😝

Mini rap

Rails

Beginner friendly features like pump tracks, roll ins, shallow drop in, etc.

1 ledge across the whole park

Wide Manny pad!

Plaza street style park

Peanut bowl with pool tile and pool coping!! Utah is lacking pools and one in providence would put the park on the 
map.

I don’t think Utah has a full pipe or a cradle. Snake run could be cool.

Skate-able art pieces

An actual enclosed bowl with out roll ins and rollover pump features such as the one at linda vista with hips, banked 
walls, spine, and wide pockets for fat grinds.

Mini ramp!! Like 3ft or less! Also smaller spines with single coping.

A vert bowl

Any type of bowl

Pyramid setup with ledge and hips across. A’ala skatepark for reference.
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YOUR INPUT (PART 1 CONT.)
Snake run

Stair sets

A stained “river” running through the park to represent “Spring Creek”, rocks incorporated from Providence Querry. 
In a sense the park could be a nod to Providence Canyon. I think Mayor and City Council would love that.

Pier 7 Manny Pad exact dimensions remake or Courthouse ledge remake.

Rails and ledges

Kicker

Mini loop feature

Street plaza

Pump track and beginner area.

Cradle/Oververt

Stairset

Hand rails!!!!

mini ramp

Pump track for skateboarders

Hampshire park

super long rounded flat bar
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YOUR INPUT (PART 2)
Based off of your selections, please take a moment to add any notes or ideas you would like us to 
consider. We are especially interested to hear about feature combinations, coping preferences, 
skateable art ideas, and dimensions of your choice features. Identify the elements you are referring to 
when adding notes.

You guys have really good transition, add a large quarter (8-10 ft high) with tiles at the top and pool coping.

Let’s get a plaza style with a buncha ledges n flat bars 😝😝 fun quarters n tranny mixed in. room to skate 😝😝

Long 15 feet+ wide 6 feet ish ledge around 10 inches tall would also double as a pad, round rails, an actual STEP UP 

Not just a small gap, hubbas would be nice not insanely tall just something you could play with.

Tons of kids and beginners around here. making different areas of the park like an island so it isn’t so much in the 
path or flow for better riders.

Track like street section.

Something the resembles Utah!

Pool coping, tile, and diamond grind are always a way to make simple quarters more fun! Creative flow and weird 
features is what makes skateparks great.

Stand alone curbs and low flat bars and ride on features that are easy for kids learn on.

Build a skatepark in Salem utah!

Main thing is features that support beg/int. Want a zone with a ledge and flat round bar. Would love an actual mini 
pipe that isn’t tied into a flow section. Need it separated so people aren’t always crossing through. Round rails > 
square. I don’t love pool coping.

As a skater and a bmx rider I appreciate quarter pipe radius that works well with bikes, I would also like to see a box 
jump

I really like rails so I would love an a frame tail and a bump to bar with a down rail.

I would like to see a down rail with some stairs. And I would like a little bit bigger than usual for dimensions, kind of 
like Hyrum Skatepark.

My big thing is make sure you have a beginner quarter pipe or mini ramp in your skatepark. West Valley Skatepark 
has some good sized quarter pipes. Make it so people who are learning to drop in have something they can learn 
on, but also something that people can use to do 50-50 grinds, rock-to-fakies, etc. As much as you want to put in 
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YOUR INPUT (PART 2)
a pump track, I would be careful because it attracts little kids with little to no idea of skatepark etiquette. If you do 
have a pump track, keep it separated from the skatepark, or have a beginner pump track and an advanced one.

MAKE SURE THE PUMP TRACK IS NOT ASPHALT!!! Use the same concrete as the skatepark

Cubs of various sizes and steep mini transitions.

I need clear street, park, and bowl areas so I can hold skateboard contests at the park.

Pool coping and tiles, and big bowls.

A sculpture of a cow in between two kickers to trick over.

Skate-able metal bull horns / concrete bull head that place on top of a transition hip to grind across and foot plant 
on.

Replica of the down handrail at poods (same dimensions).

Skate-able bank / hip but have it in the shape of a mountain 😝😝 with varying peaks , angles and dimensions of transi-
tion and banks.

A small (1 to 2 ft) transitional spine in the shape of a feather with a stem down the center that’s a round rail that is 
painted like an eagle feather. Each end of the rail would transition to flat into the concrete like a rainbow rail but in 
the shape of a feather.

A quarter pipe for sure because know skate park near us have quarter pipes.

A good mix of lower/smaller beginner features and larger/taller features for more experienced riders. Make the park 
inviting to all skill levels.

Diamond cut coping cause it sounds sick.

Maybe some brick type features because it also sounds/feels sick.

Mini bowl 3-5 foot vert.

A good skatepark.

Things that represent the city, incorporated into the park.

I think that we should have a mini ramp because there aren’t very many parks in Utah with those.

Pool coping, vert wall that’s metal like LES park, trees for shade, water fountains.

Mani pad and flat rails and greasy ledges.
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YOUR INPUT (PART 2 CONT.)
Please don’t make the ground too smooth and slippery. Take a look at Logan Skatepark for example. It has perfect 
grippy smooth ground for reference.

Flow incorporating a wormhole or air gap.

I think some stairs to carve over or a love seat could be sick, pool coping in the bowl.

Step up/step downs are pretty sick.

100 foot flatbar

A mix of beginner/ intermediate features. Like a box grind with a ramp on one side (so you don’t need to Ollie into 
the grind) and drop off on the other side (to practice dropping off or to ollie onto the box). A roll in, shallow drop in, 
steep drop in.

Plaza style park with some fun interesting bank feature.

I love how hyrum is separated with a street section and a transition area! I think it works really well with traffic 
throughout the park.

Love the diamond grind on steel. Taller walls with bigger transitions than hyrum might be fun.

Lots of vibrant color would make the park stand out

A small enclosed flow bowl with no roll ins and an extension featuring pool coping and the rest metal would be rad
I’m a fan of classic coping, not pool and not too thick (like at Smithfield’s park).

Most of the parks in the valley lack intermediate rails and go from super easy to super difficult, so
I would love more variety in level of rails (of all features honestly) as well as different shapes too (square, large 
round).

I am so pumped for a new park!!!

I love skateable art. Maybe something shaoed like UT, mountains or a Beehive? Multiple boxes that overlap at differ-
ent heights and lengths for combos. Euro gaps and rails.

Very bowl

A mini half pipe, about 3 feet tall, is extremely convenient for learning, or you could do what Springville did and 
have a mini half pipe and a tall half pipe combined.

Hunger skateparks is amazing. Please please please let them come back!!

Love what you guys did in Hyrum with the bowl isolated and the pump and flows integrated between the street. It 
has made the lines and rotations work really well.
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YOUR INPUT (PART 2 CONT.)
Smaller stair sets with mellow a mellow hubba

I think the skaters in the valley want more street/plaza features - however I love the idea of traditional street fea-
tures used within a “street track”. Maybe street elements that flow together that aren’t set up like your traditional 
SLS layout.

We do need a good stair set with handrail and hubba or planter box. And of course a bowl is at the top of my list of 
wants. But given budget, would be fine with something tight and fast like Hyrum or a good fast/big flow bowl (an 
upgraded version of Logans bowl).

People love your diamond ground coping at Hyrum, and love love the pool coping on the bowl.

I spoke with the Skatepark Committee and they love the idea of a skateable art feature. But Im not sure what that 
would be? I think it would be tough to come up with something that isn’t cheesy/tacky? As I think about what rep-
resents Providence I keep coming back to the natural beauty; Providence Canyon, Spring Creek, The waterfall up the 
canyon, the querry. That is why on the last question I mentioned the river/rocks. I think we look toward the natural 
geologic features of the area; mountains, rocks, river, waterfall, canyon, querry and use that as inspiration.

Maybe a skateable “waterfall” or some “rollers” (rolling river)?

Remaking iconic spots with the actual dimensions and look would be epic but also a good ledge round rail and man-
ny pad to learn the basics is the biggest priority in my opinion.

Big fat greasy ledge, tile feeling, 100 foot flat bar and hitable down rails

Make a skatepark just like the bonzai skatepark on north shore Oahu. It’s super flowy medium to large transition.

Texture in coping is super fun.

Street plaza, some banks

I think it is important for beginners to have a mini area with small ramps and features, that would have helped me 
progress a lot faster.

Use red rocks/boulders!

Straight bank to bank. Similar to Kearns. Would be rad if it wasnt offset. Twice as wide could be sick. Holiday park 
has a good example of a friendly bank to bank over the sewer cap. Grass gaps are sweet.

A good street course that looks like it could be at a bigger competition so you can practice for bigger competitions!

I would like to see some stuff that i can learn on. i’m not the best and sometimes big rails and ledges can be too 
intimidating.

Water fountain
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Please leave a comment for the city letting them know why this skatepark is important and 
what it would mean to you. Thanks!

YOUR INPUT (PART 3)

Stoked to see what you build!

An area with interchangeable obstacles similar to green block in Denver or thompkins square in New York. It would 
be nice to have a diy area that anyone can add there ideas to.

Thanks for building!

Please no slippery ground (shiny indoor style).

My hopes are this can be safe space for beginners and intermediate riders. They don’t show up and immediately 
feel intimidated. Big features and non isolated sections can lead to skaters feeling like they need to be good to skate 
here at all.

There has been a lot of discouragement about other parks in the valley not allowing bikes. We hope this one does.

You should tell us what we need. Honestly, every one of the sample designs look fun!

Consider a bowl similar to what you just did in Batesville.

I don’t exactly know….my hope is that it is big enough for many kids/adults to use and not feel cramped!

Lights would be amazing.

Thank you so much hunger.

Look forward to visiting Hunger parks in Utah, in the future! 😝

Y’all have made some dope parks. Hyrum is spectacular. I think the modern way parks are going these days, it’s pret-
ty hard to “miss”.

Thank you hunger for the amazing hyrum park.

Thanks Prov!!!

It will be in a great spot that will allow more people to be able to skateboard more and will expand this great com-
munity here in cache valley.

We need to shred.
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YOUR INPUT (PART 3 CONT.)
I really enjoy riding scooters as i recently got out of it because i don’t have much time traveling to logan and stuff 
but having a skatepark 2 minutes away from my house makes it easily accessible and enjoyable.

If we can have 100 basketball courts and 100 pickle ball courts and baseball fields. We can have 1 skatepark. Just like 
the sports previously mentioned it’s almost impossible for someone to feasibly finance a private skatepark. Skate-
boarding requires access, with the growing popularity of skateboarding I would bet this would be one of the most 
consistently used facility’s in the city. On top of lots of skaters travel around the state to go to diffrent parks, opening 
up a great attraction for local tourism.

Providence seems long but forgotten most of the time this would breath some new life into the area for the younger 
generation.


